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The title of my talk differs from the advertised one, simply because the laboratory was created as Daresbury Nuclear Physics Laboratory and only 
became Daresbury Laboratory later.
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Returning to Daresbury after so many years, I thought it perhaps wise to use modern technology and determine once and for all how to pronounce 
Daresbury and to resolve the dichotomy.  I found this site which offered definitive advice on the pronunciation.   Plus ça change!
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For
Further
Reading

1 April 1977

22 December 1977
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There are several people in the audience today more worthy of giving this talk than I am, although perhaps a factor is that I might draw attention 
to their contributions more glowingly than they would themselves.   In the meantime I can advise you to obtain a copy of the Nina scrapbook which 
you can download from here:   and read the talks by John Holt, Jim Cassels, Alec Merrison, Sandy Donnachie & Alec Ashmore, which they gave at 
the Nina wake on 22nd December 1977.   I also advise those tempted to grin as manically as those did in the picture here, as Nina was switched 
off, that although they may temporarily inherit the Earth, their day will also come.
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My agenda.
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The story of DNPL and Nina begins in Manchester almost exactly 100 years ago.  Chadwick, who had entered physics by accident, joining university 
to study maths, but sitting on the wrong bench and studying physics, followed his undergraduate degree with an MSc in Rutherford’s department.  
Here are the members of the Manchester  physics department in 1919.
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On the magnified version of the group photo, we can recognise many famous names: Charles Darwin, Jimmy Nuttall, Hans Geiger, Arthur Schuster, 
Earnest Rutherford, Henry Moseley and Ernest Marsden.  The callow young MSc student standing in the doorway now eneters the story.
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The two we are most interested in are highlighted here; Earnest Rutherford & James Chadwick.
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1919
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By 1919, Rutherford & Chadwick were both at Cambridge, which was about to take over the pre-eminance in UK for nuclear physics, before 
throwing it all away 18 years later.
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Of the many illustrious names that adorned Cambridge between 1919 and 1937, I have picked out 6.  The glory days were short lived.  Chadwick 
left for Liverpool in 1935, Rutherford died in 1937, Walton faded from the scene, Dee was hired by Glasgow in 1943 and Devons left for 
Manchester in 1953 when Blackett went to Imperial College.
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So that is the end of Cambridge as far as Daresbury is concerned.  There now grew up an accelerator culture in Glasgow, Liverpool and Manchester, 
free from the suppressions of Rutherford, who thought them a waste of money.  Cockcroft became ubiquitous and powerful after WW2 and a 
consensus emerged in the 1950s, that the 2nd accelerator to be built under the auspices of NIRNS (the National Institute for Research into Nuclear 
Science) should be in the North.  By now Chadwick had returned to Cambridge and given way to Herbert Skinner.  Devons essentially just gave way, 
building a little Van de Graaf, irritating his own Vice Chancellor at one end of the East Lancs Road and Skinner at the other.  Dee ensured that 
Glasgow built an electron synchrotron.
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Liverpool built cyclotrons inspired by Chadwick; a 37 inch machine before WW2, which did research on nuclear bomb preparation and a 156 inch 
post war machine which did much nuclear physics research.  Glasgow built a beautiful 400 MeV electron synchrotron, essentially a prototype for 
Nina.
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After the early, tragic death of Skinner during a visit to CERN in 1960, it was rapidly decided that the Northern machine would be an electron 
accelerator and government approval was quickly sought, whilst the design was already begun.  These university accelerators produced a 
generation of names that impacted not only on Daresbury in subsequent years, but everywhere in particle physics. In particular, John Holt gave up 
pure nuclear and particle physics research to supervising many PhD students, as well as doing his own research and design on various subjects 
concerning the Nina Accelerator design.  
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Government Approval for Laboratory & Accelerator

• On Friday 13th July 1962, approval was announced 
for the construction of DNPL & Nina.

• Burying the “bad” news for the South, on the same 
day, Macmillan sacked 7 members of the cabinet, 
including his Chancellor of Exchequer, Selwyn Lloyd.

• Construction was so rapid, that there was only time 
for one attempt to close it down.

• NIRNS chairman Lord Bridges advised “No Minister, if 
you close it down now, so soon, you will have to go 
before the House and admit you have made a mistake.”
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With the country distracted by the Knights of the Long Knaves, it was left to the Marquess of Salisbury, acting on a tip-off, to get the approval of 
DNPL back into the news and to express his personal view that DNPL would maintain the pre-eminence of this country in this particularly branch of 
science.  Who are we to argue with that?
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Progress of the Site
October 1963 

Green field
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In October 1963, the final chosen site was still a green field.  Two lone figures can be spotted in the middle of the field although history has not 
recorded who they are.



Progress of the Site
April 1965 
Laboratory
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By April 1965, astonishing progress had been made, with large areas of the new laboratory already in the form we can recognise today.
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Official Opening:               16 June 1967
1st beam
2nd Dec 
1966

Design 
energy 
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The first beam was successfully accelerated on the 2nd December 1966 and the full design energy already reached a day later, an achievement 
almost unparalleled in accelerator history, present or probably the future, unless Daresbury builds it.  Nina worked.  The Prime Minister of the day, 
Harold Wilson, officially opened the laboratory on 16th June 1967.
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Highly visible & approachable SMT
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The senior management team of the laboratory, headed by Professor Alec Merrison will be remembered by anyone on site as highly visible and 
approachable.  You could have a row with any one of them anywhere, even on the canal towpath.  Merrison was my PhD external examiner and I 
remember vividly how he took away my mortal fear and made me realise that the viva would be a physics discussion and not the inquisition I had 
imagined.



And before the science,  I would like to pay a tribute to 
Shirley Lowndes and the library, 

without whom, few papers would have been published.

Mention clowns & SPRU
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Highly visible & approachable SMT
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• They sent in the buffoons to check out the boffins.

• They “assessed” the work of the lab and the result 
wasn’t even “not wrong”, it was risible.

• They said the accelerator was too late and too 
expensive compared to others.

• They said the results were not interesting.

• They said the results had no impact.

• All this is to be expected if you send in the clowns.

• Their fallacious conclusions will be shredded in what 
follows. 20

Ah,  the men from Spru of Sussex .  .  
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Despite the loud assertions of Irvine and Martin of Spru/Sussex, the laboratory and Nina cost half what is cost to build the DESY synchrotron and it 
cost half to run.  The experimental teams on Nina were typically half the size of those at other similar laboratories and yet produced competitive 
physics.  Results from the CEA electron synchrotron were cited more often because they were wrong and had to be disproved.  Both CEA and DESY 
suffered serious fires which destroyed apparatus and led to a suspension of the programme.  In the case of CEA, there were fatalities.  No such 
mishaps afflicted the Nina programme.



The Physics Programme
as reported in DNPL03 for the period 

Nov ’65 to April ’66

1. Liverpool:  Photoproduction of neutral π (& η)

2. Manchester: Photoproduction of neutral K

3. Glasgow: Polarisation of p in ep scattering

4. Daresbury: Tests of QED via Wide Angle Pair Prod.

5. No collaborations (yet),   but they followed soon.
21
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The Physics Programme as it evolved
• Glasgow-Liverpool-Sheffield:        Polarisation etc

• Manchester:                     K0 production and decay

• Manchester-Lancaster (Mancaster)          ep->eX 

• Glasgow-Sheffield-Daresbury    Hadronic σT for γp

• Daresbury-Frascati-Pisa (PEP)    electroproduction

• Daresbury-Lancaster-Sheffield (LAMP)        Multi

• Theory:                     collaborating with everyone*

• Dynamic inter-flowing collaborations
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This slide does not show the regular re-distribution of collaborations as people shifted dynamically to carry out the specific physics that interested 
them.
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Jan 1962, Glasgow again, Sandy Donnachie published 
his thesis (sole author) in Nucl Phys - on Peierls’ diplon.
Jul 1970, Theory group stablished at DNPL with Prof 
Donnachie, Manchester Uni as its Head

Theory     -      Experiment
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The influence of Glasgow on the physics at Daresbury was extended when Professor Donnachie,  who obtained his PhD there in 1962, became head 
of the theory group in 1970.
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Theory     -      Experiment

24

DESY
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Having worked at both DESY & Daresbury, I can say that both were terrific places to do physics research.  One striking difference was that at DESY, 
the theorists were all on the top floor of a skyscraper and the experimentalists were all in a low building.  I knew the names of the DESY theorists, 
read their papers but did not know what most of them looked like.
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Theory     -      Experiment

24

DNPL
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Sandy Donnachie and Erwin Gabathuler ensured that physicists, experimental and theoretical, had offices next to each other and would all gather 
for coffee every Friday morning, when someone would talk about their latest work, no matter what.
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The GLS sequence: π0/η & polarisation
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The GLS sequence: π0/η & polarisation
Glasgow

1965 
plan

actualised
Liverpool
similar 
kit

-> GLS
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The GLS sequence: π0/η & polarisation

27
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A plethora of publications.
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The GLS sequence: π0/η & polarisation

27
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By a subtle combination of polarised beams, polarised targets and the measurement of the polarisation of the final state proton, the complete total 
scattering amplitude could be broken down into its various constituents and the full picture of the scattering process built up.
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The GLS sequence: π0/η & polarisation
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The Apparatus:   Manchester K0

1098
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This isometric view of the Manchester K0 experiment is taken from the 6 monthly progress report DNPL05, which covered the period November 
1966 to May 1967.
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This 35mm Kodachrome slide shows the double C Lintott spectrometer magnet for the Manchester K0 experiment.  The smaller grey magnet on 
the left was used as a sweeper, to remove charged particles from the K0  beam.  This “little” magnet has a history.
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Blackett’s magnet, appearing in the previous slide, appeared in the Daily Express of 3 June 1934.  It was by Metro-Vick of Trafford Park, 
Manchester for Blackett, then at Birkbeck College.  Even in 1934, particle physicists were already solving the riddle of the Universe, as they have a 
habit of doing.
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Blackett brought his magnet to Manchester and here the cloud chamber that was used to discover the V particles (K mesons) and hence the s 
quark, is about to enter its jaws. The V particle discovery paper was published in 1947.   40 years later, K0 particles once again streamed through 
its aperture.
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In his 35mm colour slide, Robin Marshall & Roger Templeman check out the tunnel diode beam RF timing on a Tektronix in the Manchester K0 
electronics cabin.
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Paul Murphy and Les Bird in the Manchester K0 control room.
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The Apparatus:   Wide Angle Pair Production
WAPP

Big Apparatus
The smallest team
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The Apparatus:   Wide Angle Pair Production
WAPP

• Helping to clear of the mess of wrong experiments ( by 
CEA)

• CEA (Cambridge Electron Accelerator) was one of the SPRU 
darlings. “Earlier”, “Cheaper”, “more cited”.

• CEA got cited more, because it got things wrong, and even 
shut down for 2 years as Nina started.

• CEA said: “QED violated  = Crab apples fall upwards.”

• PS  DNPL cost half of similar DESY to build and run.
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Wide Angle Pair Production                     WAPP
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PEP: Daresbury-Frascati-Pisa:   Electroproduction
+ Glasgow + Trieste

40
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Lots of papers.   Italian collaboration.
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PEP: Daresbury-Frascati-Pisa:   Electroproduction
+ Glasgow + Trieste

35

Jefferson
Director The 2 Dons
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Lancaster Spark Chamber:   ω,ρ photoproduction
Lancaster University, 1964, younger than DNPL!
Yet, among the first physics outputs from Nina!
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Lancaster Spark Chamber:   ω,ρ photoproduction

42

Nice spark chamber
experiment
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Lancaster Spark Chamber:   ω,ρ photoproduction

4442
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Thorough measurements of nuclear shadowing and the ω and ρ photon couplings.



Mancaster + UCL & DNPL:       Electroproduction
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The Lancaster-Manchester collaboration, known as Mancaster, carried out an extended programme, adding sophistications to their apparatus as 
they went along.
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Mancaster + UCL & DNPL:       Electroproduction
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It was a highly productive experiment - the Montgomery effect again.
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Mancaster + UCL & DNPL:       Electroproduction

45

neutron proton ratios
measured off
deuterium
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LAMP Experiments:                   Multi statesLAMP1
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The LAMP group, which was headed initially by Erwin, went through 3 lots of apparatus in 6 years.



LAMP1.5
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LAMP Experiments:                   Multi states
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This experiment, LAMP1.5, was conceived, built, operated and dismantled within a period of months to check a theoretical muse that the photon 
might have the ability to induce an isotensor changing current.  It didn’t.



LAMP1.5LAMP Experiments:                   Multi states
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Some members of the LAMP1.5 group, shortly after they demonstrated that the photon does not have an isotensor changing component to its 
current.  From left to right:  **** ****, Dave Tolfree, Erwin Gabathuler, Steve Rock (with beard) and David Ward.



LAMP Experiments:                   Multi statesLAMP1.5
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The LAMP1.5 group official photograph, shortly after they demonstrated that the photon does not have an isotensor current changing ability.  From 
left to right:  John Thompson, David Ward, Roger Clifft, Steve Rock, Laurie Littenberg, Erwin Gabathuler, Dave Tolfree, Robin Marshall and Graham 
Brookes.



LAMP Experiments:                   Multi statesLAMP2
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LAMP2 was a Large Aperture Magnet experiment, designed to detect a range of multi body final states in photoproduction.   It recorded over 15 
million interactions in its 2 years of operation.
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LAMP Experiments:                 Multi states

9 authors             1977

188 authors!       2003
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The Irvine and Martin Spru duo of Sussex,  erroneously said that Nina experiments were late, unnoticed by others and expensive.  The precision 
measurement of backward ω photoproduction by the 9 members of the LAMP team in 1977 is now being revisited by the Thomas Jefferson 
Laboratory in Virginia with a team of 188. The Jefferson team is trying to unravel the underlying dynamics, with poorer accuracy, dynamics that 
were already clearly stated in LAMP’s 1977 paper.  Laurel & Hardy were wrong again (deliberately?.



The power of Glasgow-Sheffield-DNPL:
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The power of Glasgow-Sheffield-DNPL:
Total hadronic σT for γp
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The top two papers here show the origins of some of the Nina physics programme already evident at the Glasgow 400 MeV synchrotron.  The third 
paper at the bottom is the spectacular measurement of the total cross section by the Glasgow-Sheffield-Daresbury collaboration.
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The power of Glasgow-Sheffield-DNPL:
Total hadronic σT for γp
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The precise measurements were made through the resonance region and well into the continuum.



1972 - 2012:     40 years in the
particle data handbook!
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The power of Glasgow-Sheffield-DNPL:
Total hadronic σT for γp
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The data form the backbone of the total hadronic cross section for γp interactions which have appeared in every issue of the “Review of Particle 
Properties”, the particle physicists bible, for the last 40 years.  



The power of Glasgow-Sheffield-DNPL:
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A 7 GeV Nina would not have 
done extra physics!

4 GeV was sweet point energy
or else . . 

Nor would a 15 GeV Frederick!
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With further theoretical input, the total cross section can be analysed to produce the (complex) forward scattering amplitude.  When plotted on an 
Argand diagram, the characteristic loops of the first three resonances can clearly be seen.  From 2 GeV upwards, the plot is a straight line, as the 
continuum is entered.  The interesting thing is that if Nina had been designed and built as a 6 GeV machine, it would have cost twice as much and 
produced no extra physics. It would have just confirmed that the line is straight.  The choice of 4 GeV turned out to be a retrospective wise one 
and the extra 2 GeV, at double the cost, would have been no more than “go faster stripes”.  This is the sort of scientific subtlety that the Spru duo, 
Irvine and Martin were incapable of grasping, being untrained and unfamiliar with particle physics, and hence incapable of making rational 
judgements about it.  In the spirit of Ecclesiasticus, we can say that they represent those  which have no memorial; who are perished, as though 
they had never been and are become as though they had never been born; and their children after them.  Today, as we celebrate what the 
Daresbury Laboratory is, was and ever shall be, let us with grim satisfaction imagine what it must feel like to wake up in the morning, realise that 
you are Irvine and Martin, the men from the Spru and that you wrote that untrue report on Daresbury.

But let me finish by forgetting Spru and then outdoing them.  The Northern Universities and Cockcroft could actually have done better.  Glasgow 
was fortunate enough to have as an undergraduate and PhD student, Bruno Touschek, whom I show here together with Irish physicist Sir Samuel 
Crowe Curran.  If Glasgow had not let Touschek go, Nina might have been a 4 GeV e+ e- storage ring, perhaps 3 GeV to keep within the available 
budget to be built and operational by 1966. In this case, we would have known something.  Particle physics Nobel Prizes would have gushed out of 
Daresbury.  In his book “The Quark Machines”, Gordon Fraser says in the context of CERN, “Slowly, the Europeans learned how to be bold, to 
discard preconceptions and to go for long shots instead.”  Alas, this never happened in England.  Even with hindsight, if English particle physics 
were offered the chance to build today, a machine that might do things, they would go for the safe option and build the one that couldn’t.   Had 
Touschek stayed, we might have known something, but English history suggests we wouldn’t.



The End
Of The Beginning
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1970-ish
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Now-ish
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